Tobin, “Reaching Out to Students on Their Phones (A UDL Tale).”

Participant Evaluation Results

Attendance: 14

Respondents: 12

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job (and/or my personal life).
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.

Open-ended feedback:

- Very Good!! Thank you!
- Some good specific ideas mixed w/stories.
- The workshop helped me to pay more attention on my online course content. I just started thinking to add the options for this week’s assignment.
- It was great! I learned!
- Bad Star Wars references—I think not! Good information.
- Feel strongly there were very, very practical applications that can be incorporated immediately.
- Great session. Since I’ll be teaching my first class next semester, you provided some very helpful hints & tips to keep in mind while creating my course. – Sarah Bartling – TE Online coordinator – Adjunct lecturer
- Information was very informative.